As general theories, currently there are concentration inequalities (of random walk) only for the cases of independence and martingale differences. In this paper, the concentration inequalities are extended to more general situations. In terms of the theory presented in the paper, the condition of independence is ∂y ∂t = constant and martingale difference's is ∂y ∂t = 0. This paper relaxes these conditions to
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∂y ∂t can vary. Further, the concentration inequalities are extended to branching random walk, the applications of which solve some long standing open problems, including the well known problems of K-SAT and K-COL phase transition locations, among others.
1. Introduction. Let G N,M be a graph of N vertices with M edges, e 1 e 2 ...e M where e i is (x i , y i ), a pair of vertices. Sparse graphs, where M = O(N ), are considered here. 3-coloring problem (3-COL) is to color the graph so that no two adjacent vertices are colored with the same color. Or alternatively, 3-coloring problem is to find a 3-value assignment so that (1.1)
where
called "clause", x i and y i are drawn randomly from the n vertices. ⊕ is defined by, x ⊕ y = T iff x = y. If K colors are allowed, (1.1) represents a problem of K-coloring. Further, if C i contains more than two variables, (1.1) is a hypergraph K-coloring problem. Similarly, K-SAT is to find a truth value (two-value) assignment to (1.1) where
k are drawn randomly from {¬x 1 , x 1 , ¬x 2 , x 2 , ..., ¬x N , x N } and ⊕ is defined by, x⊕y = T iff x ∨ y = T .
If a formula (i.e. M i=1 C i ) can be satisfied (i.e.
M i=1 C i = T ) by an assignment, the formula is said "satisfiable" It has been conjectured that there exists a critical point α 3 such that if m N < α 3 almost all formulae are satisfiable, if m N > α 3 almost all formulae are unsatisfiable. For k ≥ 3, researchers focus on proving upper bound and lower bound and asymptotic threshold ( [1] , [2] and reference therein). K-SAT is modeled as spin-glass like system in statistics physics and analogous estimates of the thresholds are obtained, though it is not known how similar these models are to K-SAT, and how far they deviate from it. The goal of this paper is to derive rigorous results of the phase transition location of K-SAT/K-COL, for K=2, 3, 4, ... Keywords: Large deviation, Concentration inequality, Satisfiability, Colorability, K-SAT Phase transition, K-SAT Threshold, Branching random walk 2. Methodology. Actually, traditional K-SAT/K-COL phase transition phenomenon is the "tip of the iceberg", where relation between probability of satisfiability and m (or m/N ), namely function P(r), is concerned. P(r) is virtually P(r, A). But the parameter of algorithm A is always omitted since it is always a complete algorithm. We consider P(r, A). Specifically, P(r, x) is considered where x = i N and i is the number of variables fixed (frozen) beforehand. In other words, it is partial solution space that is provided to algorithms for searching, where x 1 = 1, x 2 = 1, . . . x i = 1 for SAT. In 3-SAT for example, phase transition begins at {x, z} = {0.145, 3.183} (where x = i N , z = m N ), and all the way through to the end point of {0, 4.396} which is the location of 3-SAT phase transition in the traditional sense.
Randomly drawing a satisfiable formula is a process of branching random walk (BRW). If u i is deterministic, as opposed to random, satisfiable formulae of length m account for Π m 1 (1 − u i ) 3 , with m factors of (2N ) 3 being omitted. In this case, method of differential equation can be used to solve u i . To show the required random parameters in a process of random graph evolution are "deterministic" is the task of so called Differential Equation Method (DEM).
However, so far there has been no theoretical foundation for this method (DEM). The existing concentration inequalities or large deviation theory are not applicable to processes of random graph evolution which are branching random walk. We need a new theory, concentration inequality in branching random walk. This is the second contribution of this paper, which may be of independent interest.
3. Branching random walk vs. random walk. Let (S n ) i=1,2,... be a real-valued random process, one-dimensional random walk, S n = X 1 + X 2 + ... + X n ; X i = S i − S i−1 . In the following, we give a BRW version of Chernoff bound for warming up,
where Q n (α) is α quantile and α ∈ [e
cλ 2 /n ]. Throughout, generation index n will be omitted when no confusion can arise.
Unlike traditional view, here BRW is simply described by < m(u), p(x) > where m(u) is the expectation of offsprings (branching factor) of a parent at position u and p(x) is the children's displacement (relative to their parent's position) p.d.f, the probability (or proportion) density function, or mass probability if in discrete cases.
We refer a realization of BRW as a tree. Let z
2 , ... be an enumeration of the positions of the particles (leaves) in the nth generation and Z (n) its population; i.e. Z (n) = |{z
..}|. There should appear an index on each tree in the notation which we omit. Let u i denote
which gives the proportion density of (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) in the whole forest.
Theorem 3.1. For BRW of independent branching (i.e. birth rate is independent of birthplace), 4. An extension of concentration inequalities. So far concentration inequalities (of random walk) have not been extended enough for our purpose; we need concentration inequalities for the case of sum S n = X 1 + X 2 + ...X n where X i is neither bounded nor martingale differences. Let's first introduce a simple and elegant inequality due to [3] and [4] . Given here is the version from [4] which improves [3] .
In particular, E(e tX ) ≤ e t 2 E(e |X| ) , when δ = 1
Proof. (In the full paper)
Theorem 4.1. (Azuma's Inequality) (In the full paper)
We now show what else can make the concentration inequality hold, other than independence and martingale difference.
Let
Note, for different purposes, we sometimes use Y i , sometimes S i and sometimes u i ; they are the same thing but lower case u i refers to scaled variable. Define Doob's (or McDiarmid's) martingale
It is easy to check that
Obviously, Poisson distribution P oisson(λ i ) meets the exponential moment condition. 
where X i = 0, the conditions of Lemma 4.3 are met.
The Lipschitz continuity condition of Corollary 4.2 is easily verifiable in practice, though it is a bit stronger than Lemma 4.3; e.g. in random graphs processes like K-COL, K-SAT, degree restricted graph process etc.
Remark.
• In the case of independence,
and d i is reduced to X i − E(X i ) and X i , respectively. In this case, condition of bounded difference, or finite exponential moment, a alone implies the concentration inequalities.
• It is easy to understand that the conditional expected increment of Y t , E(X t |u i ), can be written as ∂y/∂t, where y and t are scaled variables. Then the condition above for the concentration inequalities can be rephrased as ∂y ∂t is not constant along the direction of increasing u i . Let λ i (u i ) and ν i (u i ) denote E(X i+1 |u i ) and E(X 2 i+1 |u i ) respectively; i.e. they are functions of
, λ i the second order derivative and so on. We shall use term "smooth function" to mean that the first several orders of derivatives exist.
, then in the area where λ i and ν i are smooth, the concentration inequality holds. In other words, there is equivalence between the smoothness ofū and the concentration inequality.
Proof. (In the full paper)
We see from the above proof that Lipschitz continuity of E(f (u n )) is ultimately down to the boundedness of derivatives of f, λ, ν. So far we are only concerned with second derivatives for our purpose. To show the existence of higher derivatives of E(f (u n )), we need to expand the function in higher Taylor order and then build recurrence relations the same way as above. The next section addressing BRW may need them for which we shall omit the proof.
5. Concentration inequalities in the context of BRW. We will use lowercase to denote scaled measure, and uppercase for non-scaled ones; for example, Y i = X 1 +X 2 +...+X i , u i = x 1 +x 2 + ... + x i where x i = X i /N . Unlike current BRW theory, in this paper distribution about (the number of) offspring is not needed and neither any assumption about the point process characterizing children motion. It is observed that any BRW can be formally described as where the branching factor m i dependents on the birthplace u i , and
is the probability density function, pdf, of children's displacement which is dependent of the birthplace as well. Intuitively, if branching factor is smaller in farther area (from the mean path) than the nearer, the BRW should be more concentrative than without branching (or branching factor = 1). In other words, if you squeeze population towards its mean by reducing the birth rate in the remote area, then population distribution should be more concentrative. In terms of K-SAT, the instances with less-constraint have more descendants than those with more constraint; at least, the vice versa can not be true. Formally, let Z(u i ) is the total progeny of the particle at position u i . Given u i−1 , this is a function of X i , written as Z(X i ). Then we have Assumption 1 (negative association).
This assumption implies also that, if f (·) is a monotonically increasing function, then
In BRW, a particle reproduces descendants generation by generation. The average (·) over the whole population is
. This is dependent of the future generations, whereas in RW statistics is independent of future. Therefore any statistical measure in BRW is generation dependent. Define
By the law of iterated expectations
The following lemma is the counterpart of Lemma 4.3 in BRW. The proof is exactly the same as Lemma 4.3, which we omit.
for a constant δ > 0 , i = 1, 2, ..., and (b)
The following theorem is the counterpart of Theorem 4.3, which gives easily verifiable conditions for BRW concentration inequality (5.3).
Theorem 5.1. If E(e δA|X i | | u i−1 ) ≤ K, then in the area where β i (u), λ i (u) and ν i (u) are smooth, the concentration inequality holds.
Theorem 5.2. Let ∆S i denote |S i − ES i |, be small compared with δ, and N 1/2 λ < N ,
6. K-SAT phase transition. 3-SAT. To start with, we are going to prove that proportion of frozen variables of satisfiable formulae is concentrating around their mean. Recall z = We only consider area far from singularities. Without confusing we denote u m by u for K-SAT formulae of m-length (i.e. m clauses). It is fact that fix one more variable, x i+1 , u will be increasing, by the rate of du dx . Since the frozen variables must be constant, either 0 or 1, the formula becomes one mixed with 2-SAT and 3-SAT clauses of all free variables; 2-SAT clause is due to one of its variable is set to 0. du dx is determined by how many new frozen variables are generated by fixing a free variable, to keep the formula satisfiable; the former is finite iff the later is finite. Let N f denote number of free variables and m e the number of 2-SAT clauses, i.e. those of the form (x f ∨ y f ).
A free variable x f has probability p to be contained in a certain one of those m e 2-SAT clauses. The number of the 2-SAT clauses containing x f is written as deg(
. Those values are not important though. The important is that x f 's degree is of P oisson(θ) distribution. It is easy to check that the 3-SAT (free) clauses contribute O( 1 N ) to du/dx, while behavior of CNF in singularity area (which we do not need to consider) could be extremal where 3-SAT free clauses may make significant contribution to du/dx. The same argument applies to y f whose degree has also P oisson(θ) distribution (difference of O( 1 N ) between θ's is neglected), and so on. Thus this branching process forms a GaltonWatson tree rooted at x f . The birth rate θ < 1 because du dx < ∞. Denoting the number of x f 's total progeny by k x , we have P(k x > k) ≤ e −c·k for a positive c (see, e.g, [7] , and [8] for method). Hence constant u and Theorem 5.2 hold for m.
Let F ∈ A i represent that F is satisfiable in partial solution space of x 1 = 1, x 2 = 1, ... ,x i = 1. It is easy to check that, for a formula of length m, F m with u, and a randomly drawn variable x from {x 1 , ¬x 1 , x 2 , ¬x 2 , ..., x N , ¬x N } (note x is a 1-SAT clause)
where a(x, z)(= 1 − u 3 ) is the branching factor. ∂/∂z of both sides of the above equation yields
With the initial condition u = x/2 when z = 0, the solution of (6.1)
The K-SAT PDE was first presented in [9] as conjecture. At the point {x 0 , z 0 } = {0.145, 3.183}, u(x, z) starts to split into two surfaces, upper surface S 1 and lower surface S 2 ; in the area of x < 0.145 and z > 3.183, there are two solutions of u. S 1 and S 2 have overlap area, where u u (x, z) > u l (x, z). u u (x, z) is on the upper surface and u l (x, z) on the lower surface.
BRW of satisfiable formula (denoted by "SAT F ") generation can also go in i direction, starting at z = m/N and x = 1 (i.e. i = N ), reducing i by 1 each step. In this direction, SAT F increases (because P 1−x/2−u > 1, by some calculation), while in m direction SAT F decreases because 1 − u 3 < 1. In fact, it can go in any direction; for example, decreasing i and increasing m. Starting from x = 0.145, z = 3.18, there is a unique line in x-z plane corresponding to two routes of BRW, one in the upper surface and another in the lower surface, such that the number SAT F of the upper surface is equal to the lower surface (so that probability of satisfiability imsart-aop ver. 2012/04/10 file: Extended_Abstract_STOC_2016.tex date: January 20, 2016 is the same). That means along this line u "jumps". The following is to find this critical line. Given that P
Along the phase transition curve, it must be
Raising both sides of the above equation to power
This is the threshold curve, at the end point of which (where x = 0) z is the traditional phase transition location α c . The following We derive a system of conservation law equations as follows (details in the full paper), 
u y = 0 (increment of j when z = 0 does not change u) u 2 = y which can and need to be solved numerically (e.g. [10] ). Then critical lines can be obtained as illustrated in 3-SAT earlier. When x approaches to zero the end of the corresponding critical line is the traditional phase transition point. Note, given x, u(y, z) is smooth around the critical line; there is only one single singular point, the start point of the critical line.
8. 2-SAT/2-COL, (2 + p)-SAT and α d of K-SAT. 2-SAT/2-COL. 2-COL's phase transition behavior is exactly the same as 2-SAT since the PDEs of them are identical (we omit the proof which is trivial). So far the best result for 2-SAT is Θ(N −1/3 ) of scaling window of transition SAT/UNSAT [11] . Here we present a function relation between clause density and satisfiability probability which holds in the entire area outside (1 − Θ(N −1/2 ), 1 + Θ(N −1/2 )).
Theorem 8.1. Let y denote m N of 2-SAT formulae and P r = P r(F m is satisfiable). Then the following function holds
1 − 2u For small u and x, employing Taylor expansion and eliminating negligible terms, we have (y−1) 3 from which the second half of the theorem follows. In the above equation, N −1/2 is omitted.
If P r = 50%, y 50 = 1 + 1.67N −1/3 . The table below lists a series of calculated y 50 , truncated to two decimal places for comparison. It is not easy to find pertaining experimental results published in number. [12] is the only one available to the author. The last column lists the fitting formulae of the form y 50 = C + X · N −1/3 , by linear regression. (2+p)-SAT. A (2+p)-SAT formula is a Boolean CNF formula mixed with (1 − p)m 2-SAT clauses and pm 3-SAT clauses. The phase transition conjecture on (2+p)-SAT also attracts a lot of attention in a couple of areas.
Let y be scaled length of 2-SAT formula and z be of 3-SAT. Then 3-SAT PDE using u(x, y) of 2-SAT as initial condition (or vice versa) is this From this equation, phase transition points of (2+p)-SAT can be found. Roughly, when y = 0 (p = 1), phase transition occurs at z = 4.396, the 3-SAT case. Then adding 2-SAT clauses decreases the phase transition point in z, until y reaches 1 when u begins to jump at z = 1. Further, if y > 1 then u is always greater then zero, such that transition SAT/UNSAT does not exist. For z < 1, again letting x = 0 and using Taylor expansion for small u, we have
It is seen that only at y = 1 u begins to go uphill from zero (transition SAT/UNSAT) and u is linearly with y. This 2-SAT like behavior vanishes when z = 1. The value of p at this particular critical point (now we know is 0.5 since both y and z are 1), donated by p c , drew a lot of researchers' interest. [14] proved that 2/5 ≤ p c < 0.695. [13] 
